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Book Review

O

I

nce again, our congratulations go to the King’s
Ditch in Tamworth, which has
taken LST’s Cider Pub of the
Year award. Pictured from left
to right are staff member Nathan Hill, branch chairman
George Greenaway, and owner
Adrian Smith.

n an era when we’re still emerging, blinking into the sunlight
after the travel restrictions of Covid, Tim Webb’s new book,
Beer Breaks, is a very timely and welcome addition to the beer
tourist literature. Urging us to enjoy the pleasures of travelling
and beer sampling, it was launched in early May, and is available
from CAMRA books (online at shop1.camra.org.uk) at the member price of £12.99.
Covering 32 European cities, it will certainly be an inspiration for
both experienced and newbie beer tourists. I feel pretty seasoned
myself, but 18 of the 32 are places that will now have to get added
to the wishlist. Tim Webb was famous for his Herculean efforts in
founding and producing eight issues of the superb Good Beer
Guide Belgium, but since his retirement from that role four years
ago, he’s clearly been putting his supping time to good use!
Covid delayed the book by two years, necessitating a thorough
rewrite to cater for pandemic casualties, but with the book being put to bed only in April, Mr
Webb is as confident as he can be that it’s up to date. As the book fortuitously arrived just
before a trip to one of the destinations – Madrid – I was able to put it to the test, and it was
correct in every detail. And though I’d researched my long list of bars to visit before the book
arrived, it still added two great places that I’d not been aware of. Result!
So, what do you get for your money? As with
most such guidebooks, a preliminary section
of the book is given over to the practicalities
and generalities – how to get there, what to
eat and drink, beer styles and so on. Sounds
dull possibly, but if you’re new to Tim
Webb’s gloriously dry and witty style of writing, you’ll find that you enjoy these parts as
much as the rest. There’s even a European
beer events calendar, listing a good selection
of great-sounding festivals across Europe.
Blast the man, how does he find time for all
this?
Covering more than 20 countries, the destination write-ups include a brief description of
the city, plenty of useful hints and tips, including local transport options, and between
five and nine drinking places to visit. So it’s
the sort of thing that’s perfect for weekending
or first time visitors, but even experienced
beer trippers should find it a useful starting
point, motivating a visit to somewhere that’s
off their beer radar. Well worth buying.

As well as a varied selection of
real ales, the Ditch has easily
the best range of ciders in the
branch area, maybe one reason
why it has progressed so well
in the higher levels of the competition, reaching the national
finals previously. How far will
it go this year? We keep our
fingers crossed!
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Well, the last time we felt able to do LST Pub
of the Year awards was back in 2020, and
even then we had to do the presentations
with the required social distancing requirements of the day (we weren’t in Downing
Street after all). So it’s been a delight this
year to get back to doing it in the good old
fashioned way! As we have a foot in three
different counties, we make awards to three
pubs - or more correctly, awards to the hardworking publicans and staff who make them
such beacons of excellence!
First up was for the West Midlands, where
the Station in Sutton Coldfield has scooped
the prize for the second time in a row. Pubs
officer John Rowling is pictured above
presenting the award to general manager Jamie Cameron (centre) and assistant manager Kieran Vauls (right)
Meanwhile, our award for Staffordshire
this year goes to the ever-popular
Tamworth Tap. John once again presented the award, flanked by staff
members Sophie and Beth (left and
rightmost), with owners Louise and
George in the centre. As the Tap has
now won this three times in a row - a
fantastic achievement - our internal
rules mean that the Tap sadly drops
out of the running for next year!
And over in Atherstone, the Angel Ale
House takes our award for Warwickshire, for the second time in a row.
Left to right, licensee Shane Ford is
pictured receiving the award from
branch chairman George, with town
mayor Mark Jordan providing the
bling.
Three excellent pubs which have come
through Covid unscathed - but we do
of course have many other outstanding pubs in the branch area best of luck to them for next year’s
competition!
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Madrilleno-Style Drinking

Madrilleno-Style Drinking cont.

adrid, the largest city in Spain, is blessed with museums and art galleries, most notably
the world-renowned and vast Prado. Which is just as well, as many of the best beer
bars in the city don’t open until the evening. Still, traipsing around a museum for hours on
end, no matter how fascinating the content, can be amazingly knackering – you’ll be way
overdue a drink by the time you get out …
First port of call was Fogg, hard to spot as it was hidden
by scaffolding. The place is apparently known for its artisan cheeses, and as well as the fridge (right) having a
wide selection, the knife-wielding cheese server was busier than the barman! But eight interesting draughts were
on the beer board, all Spanish, and a red ale and double
IPA both worked well with my mixed plate of punchy cheeses. Beers were around €7 a pint,
pretty much regardless of ABV, which turned out to be a fairly typical figure.
Nearby is Como La Birra Misma (aka CLBM), left, a narrow bar
with a long beer board – 14 draughts, mostly Spanish but with a handful of imports from Germany, Poland and England. A pale ale from
Basqueland was pleasantly quaffable (4.8% for €6.50) but the Basqueland Bon Bon Bonanza blew it out of the water – a splendid imperial
porter, coconutty, roasty and warming. And at a mere €8 for an 11.5%
beer, it illustrated that the Spanish clearly don’t pay much tax on beer!
The place is supposed to be a burger joint, but I didn’t see anyone eating one – maybe because the freebie tapas offerings are so splendid
and frequent. After servings of hummus, tuna salad and densely meaty
sausage, I wasn’t that hungry myself either! Makes the beer seem less expensive …
Next day I opted for places opening earlier. Close to a
metro station but hidden away on the edge of town is Mad
Brewing, right. They call it a beer hall, but it’s just a
large, low bar room in front of the sizeable brewery to the
rear, visible through large glass windows. Four of their
own beers were on, plus five other Spanish brews. Their
Hazy IPA was pleasantly quaffable, but the Double Black
IPA was rather special – bursting with roasty, chocolaty
flavours, overlaid by a hoppy, charcoalish finish. Here I
witnessed the late-eating culture of Spain, as the place thinned out dramatically at 3:30 when
the lanyard-wearing shirted-and-skirted departed en masse to keep the wheels of the corporate world turning – though somewhat slower than in the morning I guess.
Another metro ride is needed for LaBIRRAtorium – one hell
of a bottle-shop-with-taps. It’s not big but the choices certainly
had me drooling. An obvious example was the full smoky
range from Schlenkerla (left), which you’ll never see even at
the tap in Bamberg! I was determined to try their Fastenbier
for the first time, so while that cooled in the fridge, I dawdled
with a pleasant 3.3% ‘micro IPA’ from Garage of Barcelona.

On the way back into town, Stuyck Co, right, sits on a narrow sloping street. It’s spacious inside despite its narrow frontage, with the
chalk board listing an impressive 14 taps. However, they did seem
to be mostly hoppy pales or brain-rattling strong darks and browns.
As an indication of the premium that Spanish craft beers seem to be
able to attract, two Norwegian high-spec offerings (from Lervig)
were no more expensive than the locals. Still, a barrel-aged Italian
brew was nicely intriguing – oaky and musty, with a lovely sweetsourness.
A short walk away is Fabrica Maravillas, a brewpub with my pet annoyance, the need to
scan a QR code just to find out what’s on – what’s so involved about a bloody chalkboard?
Maybe the beers suffered from my resulting grumpy mood, but the two beers I tried were in
the okay-but-dull category, Still, the friendly Irish barman knocked my beer goggles temporarily askew by recommending La Venencia, a narrow, dimly-lit shrine to sherry – the many
bottles and wooden casks were barely visible in the old-fashioned gloom. I didn’t come away
a convert, but certainly enjoyed the two dryish sherries recommended by the gaffer.
Barely a hundred yards away, Brew Wild had an interesting range of Spanish taps, mostly
from the Laugar brewery, and their Smoke On The Slaughter was an accomplished smoked
bock, 7.1% of rich smoky loveliness, as good as anything in the Schlenkerla stable.
Another early-start place is the Cerveceria Polar, right.
This has half a dozen taps, but these are overshadowed by
an impressive range of bottles and cans from all over the
world. Surprisingly there was a beer from Ukraine, and
even more bizarrely, it – Rebrew Pomi D’Oro – was a
tomato chilli Gose. Sounds absurd, but it worked surprisingly well. That said, you do have to like the idea of a
beery Bloody Mary …
Be Hoppy is again bottles’n’taps, with a friendly and knowledgeable barman. But five of the
six taps were IPAs, and four of these were from England – I didn’t come to Spain for Burning Sky, Kernel and Cloudwater! Happily, the single Spanish tap – Basqueland Slam Dunkel
– offered something different, an excellent toffee-leaning dunkel, richly brown and quaffable.
One of the many surprises of the trip came at nearby Chinaski Lavapies,
a simple but sizeable pub wrapping around the central bar. The attraction
of the 18 taps seems to be the dominance of imports, even including four
from the US. My interest was drawn to Triple Coffee Stout from Funky
Fluid of Warsaw. 10% and totally black, it was absolutely lovely, with
massive coffee flavours. And amusingly, the appropriate tapas offering
this time was a little pot of tiny toffees, left!
There’s plenty more to go at in Madrid, including the small Pez Tortilla chain – tortillas and
craft beer – and I didn’t even get to visit the highly-rated CCVK Tap Room. Still, save
something for next time, eh?

M
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More info? See the Madrid map on our website: www.LSTCamra.org.uk/tripmaps.htm
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Severn Pints

I

do like a new place to explore, and the pubs there as well of course. Stourport-on-Severn
didn’t exist as a settlement of note until the canal came in the 1770’s. Although the river
Severn had been a means of transport from Shrewsbury through the Wye Valley down to
Gloucester, it was the canal which made the town a busy inland port. The Georgian town,
river and restored canal basins have now made it a popular inland tourist destination.
By public transport, it’s not the easiest place to get to, involving a train into Birmingham, a
second train to Kidderminster, and then a bus for the last leg. But while in Kidderminster,
there’s a chance to revisit a favourite place. The Severn Valley Heritage Railways southern
terminus is adjacent to Kidderminster station, just look for the steam rising over the old station buildings! There, the King & Castle is housed in a recreation of a GWR refreshment
room, decorated with railway memorabilia and featuring eight hand pulls, including Hobsons,
Bewdley and Bathams. We opt for the Bewdley Worcestershire Way, a 3.6% pale ale which
is refreshing after our journey so far.
Before we leave, it’s a short walk to the Station Inn, right, a
little gem in an attractive terraced street. There are Holdens,
Enville and Wye Valley ales to choose from. Wye Valley
Butty Bach is hard to miss, a 4.5% smooth, sweet bitter.
On the bus, it’s not long before we are approaching Stourport,
gazing out of the windows in anticipation. We go for Wye
Valley again in the Swan on the High Street, a big Georgian
building which is a music venue by night, the walls being liberally adorned with vinyl records and their sleeves. The
blonde HPA has good floral tastes. Close by is the Rising Sun,
a Marston’s pub where Banks’s Amber Ale goes down well.
Disappointed by the local chippie being closed, we head around to the Three Lions. It looks
very little from the road, just an elevated sign and a intercom-locked door. Once inside, the
stairs lead into a spacious and light room with pool tables and large screen TVs, essentially a
sports bar. Three ales here and we go for Hobsons Twisted Spire, a glistening blond, fully
hopped with a crisp bitterness. In their 28 years brewing, Hobsons from Cleobury Mortimer
in Shropshire have frequently won CAMRA awards for their brews.
Out into the sunlight, we continued to the busy bridge over the canal, where we join the towpath and a pleasant six-minute walk to the canalside Bird In Hand. My hopes of a picturesque photo were dashed by the scaffolding on this side of the building, but it was open for
business. The pub was built in 1772 to serve the construction of the canal and had three ales
on. Sitting at the front of the pub by the bowling green, we enjoyed another Hobsons ale, this
time Town Crier, a full-flavoured golden ale brewed with Herefordshire hops, easy to see
why it is their best seller.
Back along the towpath and leaving the peaceful rural setting, we joined the busy Gilgal road
and followed it around until we saw the Hollybush. Unbelievably this too was covered in
scaffolding, the pub gutted, a proper building site. Our initial disappointment became hope as
we saw a sign at the far end of the plot stating ‘open, this way’. We followed the route to the
beer garden where a large marquee had been erected, and there we got a great welcome from
the landlady, and the further welcome of five Black Country Ales and three guests. Cobs and
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Severn Pints cont.
huge sausage rolls were also available, just what we needed.
Black Country Pig on the Wall was really good, a dark chestnut
brown mild, weighing in at 4.3%, full of flavour. Every credit is
due here, a good, large seating and drinking area has been created
during major work on the pub. All while keeping a large selection of beers on offer in good condition
Virtually back where we started, the Black Star, right, is a freehouse sitting right beside the canal, and featuring a beer garden
with some seating overlooking the canal. With its low-beamed
ceilings inside, this popular watering hole has a great selection of
ales, mostly locally sourced. Wye Valley Hopfather, a 3.9%
golden bitter, hoppy with a crisp finish, suited the sunny day.
We then headed towards the canal basins and the river Severn to the Port House, taken over
by Davenports in 2021 and redecorated with a marine theme and the history of Davenports
Brewery. It’s a large and open family orientated pub, overlooking the canal basins and funfair
from the balcony at the rear. Davenports Gold, a 3.9% refreshing golden ale, went down easily, while I had long-ago recollections of the red Davenports van delivering beer at home in a
wooden crate for my father.
We went further down the hill to the bridge over the Severn, which was looking really wide
and attractive, and made it worth lingering awhile. Then to our target, the Old Beams, a
good-looking 16th century building, framed by a well-kept beer garden. It’s family orientated, serving all day meals as well as three ales. We sat in the sun in the garden enjoying our
Ringwood Boondoggle, a fruity, blond bitter, while realising that we were running out of
time here and would soon have to begin our journey home.
Just time then to retrace our steps back over the bridge to the beautifully rebuilt and preserved canal basins (one pictured below) and Georgian buildings to the Wharf. Built in 1771
as a warehouse, it is one of the many buildings in this area that have been tastefully restored.
Inside this high and very spacious pub, stairs lead up to a comfortable balcony. Wye Valley
ales are widely available in this town and we’re back on Butty Bach as our last drink.
A long busy enjoyable day, blessed by good
weather, and it’s easy to see how Stourport
has become so popular. We managed a lot of
pubs, some to return to hopefully. When
James Brindley was laying out his canals and
basins as an inland port, he couldn’t have
known that he was ensuring a lasting legacy
for this area.
Bernard Lucas

Tue 7th Jun, 7.30pm, King’s Ditch, Tamworth, B79 7AS
Tue 5th Jul, 7.30pm, The Office, Warton, B79 0JN
Tue 2nd Aug, 7.30pm, Plough, Shenstone, WS14 0JN
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
The 18th of June will herald the end of an era for the Dog Inn at Nether Whitacre, where Jo
and Gary Webb are retiring after 17 years at the pub. They’ll be moving to Spain, presumably
swapping beer for wine! Somewhat worryingly, pub owners Star Heineken Pubs had yet to
sort out replacement tenants at the time of writing – it seems their grand plan was to persuade
Jo and Gary to stay. We’re also unsure what this means about the future of the tiny Whitacre
Heath brewery on site; this is expected to stay as part of the fixtures and fittings of the pub,
but obviously it would require someone with the motivation and enthusiasm to run it.

STAFFORDSHIRE
The Three Tuns in Fazeley will be starting a major refurbishment on the 6th of June, but
importantly, will be remaining open using the function room to the rear plus the outside
space. The refurb, expected to last around five weeks, will relocate the bar and create a larger
more open inside space for drinkers.
It’s good to see ultra-tradition Joule’s being slightly more adventurous with their ‘Beer Club’
range. The first we noticed of them was Beer Club #1003 in Tamworth’s Market Vaults.
Styled as a Belgian brown ale, it wasn’t really brown, and it wasn’t clear what Belgian style
they were trying to emulate (certainly not an aged Flemish brown) but it was a pleasant
change for Joule’s. Their Chocolate Corker has also featured at the Vaults.
We note that the Coven on Lichfield Street in Tamworth closed at the end of March. In the
three years since it rebranded itself (it was formerly the Boot Inn) it became a popular music
venue, but not to the extent that it worked financially, particularly with the stresses of the
pandemic. We don’t know what the future holds, but let’s hope that it re-opens more quickly
than the neighbouring Three Tuns, still forlornly metal-shuttered.
Brighter news from Lichfield Street was the re-opening of the Tamworth Arms (also known
as the Bottom House) in early April, after a long closure for refurbishment. There are two
handpulls on the reconfigured bar; they started with Doom Bar and then moved up (no other
way to go), adding Shepherd Neame Spitfire. Perhaps obviously, manager Jason wanted to
see how these went before thinking about where to go next with ale. Food offerings have an
East/West split – Indian-style curries or English pub grub. The ‘boutique’ accommodation
appears to be getting good reviews. At present, open from noon each day.
Over in Polesworth, owners Star Heineken have put the Royal Oak up for lease.
We understand that the Dolphin at Glascote has re-opened, but have yet to go in. It sounds
like a work in progress, as Star Heineken say that the new management is temporary, and that
they will announce plans of investment soon.

WEST MIDLANDS
Very sad news from the Butlers Arms in Four Oaks, whose long-standing gaffer Chris Giles
died in April after a short struggle with cancer. The Butlers is well respected for both its food
and ale, and under Chris’s stewardship, the pub has appeared in the Good Beer Guide for
over a decade.
The Blake Barn, near Blake Street rail station, has had a six-week refurbishment, reopening
in mid May as the Quill & Taper. Owners Marston’s are changing the name because … well
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Tipple Tattle cont.
actually, nobody seems to know why, or whether the new name has any significance. The
same was done with the Marston’s-owned Saxon Penny in Lichfield, somewhat randomly
renamed as the Inkwell. Maybe the Fountain Pen next?
Also splashing the cash on refurbishment is the Greene King-owned Four Oaks at Four Oaks
which has had a ‘multi-million pound’ facelift, this presumably justifying the external signage which now places the pub solely in ‘Royal Sutton Coldfield’. It re-opened around the
time of us going to press so we’ve not been in, but the online menu does promise ‘a selection
of local cask ales’ – which sounds highly unlikely for Greene King, but we live in hope …

BEYOND THE BORDERS
After missing two years due to the pandemic, we’re pleased to see that the Market Bosworth
Rail Ale festival is making a comeback in July – see the advert on page 30. Held in the old
goods shed next to the Bosworth station of the ‘battlefield line’ heritage railway, there’s usually plenty going on, including vintage train rides and traction engine displays. There’s parking on site, but we understand there will be a shuttle bus running from Hinckley.
● Thanks to contributors John R, Adam R, Denise H, Jon C

Bog Standard

W

ell, we’ve probably only got ourselves to blame for it, but after the previous two issues of the magazine featured articles on urinals, we’ve now received two pictures of
toilet cisterns. Flushed with success, you might say ...
Funnily enough as well, both pictures come from pubs that
we’ve recently featured, so clearly our aim wasn’t that good
first time round! So – moving on from the lame puns – we first
of all feature a cistern, right, spotted at the Halton Turner
Brewing Company tap in Digbeth, Birmingham. This little
sink-cum-toilet is a novel example of a very immediate way of
recycling. Wash your hands and then the waste water goes into
the cistern below for the next flush. We haven’t seen this elsewhere, so quite why we haven’t seen it a lot already is a mystery – should be the latest eco-fad surely? A space saver too.
Coming to a khazi near you soon …
Our number two – apologies – comes from the Waterworks micro pub
in Rye, East Sussex. Pictured left, this novelty flushing mechanism features a Doom Bar hand pull. As Sharp’s – which of course is now just a
cog in the industrial beer machine that is Molson Coors – try to ensure
brand loyalty by saturating the market with point-of-dispense equipment,
this seems like a good way of putting the pump to far better use. And in
any case, this could actually be another case of recycling. We’re assuming that the toilet is flushed with water, but maybe it just sends Doom
Bore straight down the drain without it needing to underwhelm anyone’s
palate on the way …
Last Orders Jun/Jul 2022
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A Hop Around Halifax

A

recent visit to Halifax enabled me to check out the real ale scene there. Famous for its
Building Society, The Shay football ground and Webster’s Brewery (the latter long
since closed), it is now firmly established as a beer destination. A number of specialist beer
bars have started up and Vocation brewery are also planning a tap house in this historic West
Yorkshire town. A good excuse for another day
out when it opens!
With the aid of the excellent Halifax Craft Beer
Map, I started off in the Three Pigeons, an Ossett
brewery tied house and a Good Beer Guide regular for many years. From a choice of eight real
ales, I chose Ossett Yorkshire Blonde, which was
very quaffable, while admiring the unspoilt interior of this pub, part of it pictured right.
Next up was Kobenhavn, a fairly new and modern, craft beer bar in the Westgate Arcade,
with six real ales available and many more keg lines. Nightjar Goats Don’t Rave, a hoppy,
hazy pale from nearby Mytholmroyd, was sampled here.
Around the corner was the Meandering Bear, pictured left, another relatively new bar, again with six
real ales to choose from. Wishbone Two Lapels was
a refreshing pale ale, brewed in Keighley.
Within a few minutes I was at the next pub, the Victorian Beer Café, situated behind the Victoria
Theatre. Converted from a restaurant a few years
ago, there were ten handpumps on the bar, six of
which were in use, with one for cider. From the range of beers, I tried Half Moon Wilma, a
pale session ale brewed in East Yorkshire.
Dukes is a craft beer bar on two levels, situated in a covered arcade next to the indoor market, with the sign stating it opened in 2020. It was here I had my beer of the day, hand-pulled
Northern Monk Eternal, a wonderfully hoppy session IPA brewed in Leeds.
Heading towards the town hall, the Grayston Unity was found and was busy with football
supporters. Goose Eye This Is The Way was a very drinkable golden ale, served from one of
the five handpumps.
The final stop of the day was the Stod Fold Dean Clough, housed in a former mill. All of the
real ales were supplied by the brewery of the same name, and Stod Fold Blonde was found to
be in excellent condition.
It was then time for my lift home after a thoroughly enjoyable Saturday lunchtime crawl,
with the added bonus of not a Doom Bore in sight in any of the pubs I visited!
Adrian Smith
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Nuneaton & Bedworth Roundup
Nuneaton & Bedworth Annual General Meeting
After a successful AGM, the branch committee remains mainly unchanged, with the exception
of the treasurer, where we welcome Roger Brown back into the role.
General News
Branch stalwarts Ray Buckler and Richard Simpson received special awards recognising their
service to CAMRA and the Nuneaton & Bedworth Branch. Both recipients were humbled by the
unexpected nature of the awards.
Other awards saw the Lord Hop micropub clinch the coveted Pub of the Year title for the fifth
time, with the Felix Holt and Lord Nelson as finalists.
Pub News
The Lord Hop is experimenting with longer opening hours over the summer months, starting
with a trial which sees them open until 8pm on Fridays. All other opening hours remain the
same.
The George Eliot Hotel is now being advertised as to let by letting agent Savills, with a
£50,000 per annum free-of-tie rent.
The long-rumoured refurbishment of the Felix Holt has moved a step closer to reality with
work commencing in early June.
The Jailhouse, which has been closed since early 2019, has reopened under the watchful eye
of Darren and Sue Lees. It is not known if they intend to stock real ales, as cellar space is
limited.
Just across the border, we hear that JD Wetherspoon have submitted plans to Hinckley &
Bosworth council for a new pub in the Hinckley Courtyard development, complete with an al
fresco dining area, signalling their intention to return to the town after the closure of the
Baron of Hinckley in 2019 (subsequently reinvented as the New Baron of Hinckley by new
owners Elmesthorpe Brewery).
Barry Everitt

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
4th Jun

Branch Social – 12pm (Jubilee Picnic) – Church End Brewery

14th Jun

Branch Social / Crawl (Bedworth):
7pm Prince of Wales, 8pm Travellers Rest, 9pm Bear & Ragged Staff

28th Jun

Branch Social / Crawl (Nuneaton):
12pm Rose Inn, 1pm Black Swan in Hand, then Silk Mill, Blue Bear,
Lord Hop and Felix Holt

12th Jul

Branch Meeting – Acorn – 8pm, Anker – 9:30pm

23rd Jul

Branch Social – 12pm – Battlefield Line Rail-Ale Fest, Market Bosworth

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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Storm Warming

H

ow many of you could say that on arriving at a chosen place for an afternoon tipple that
you were greeted by a Hurricane? This is exactly what happened to me on a recent Sunday afternoon visit to the Real Ale Classroom, right, in Lutterworth. The World War II Hurricane was flying overhead as
part of an event that was taking place locally, and made a
welcoming prelude to my visit. The characterful interior of
this quirky three-roomed pub has an interesting mix of school
furniture and memorabilia. There was a choice of four real
ales, six real ciders and several craft ale offerings chalked on
the blackboard. As it was a glorious sunny day, I took advantage of the spacious and pleasant rear garden, below.
This features various sheltered and open seating areas and a raised
covered section with comfy chairs and sofas to recline in. While
relaxing and imbibing, another unusual and welcome occurrence
was a second overhead fly past; this time by a huge swarm of honey
bees – presumably fronted by a new queen leading her escapees
away to form a home in pastures new.
The pale, fruity and hazy offering from Pentrich was followed by a
warming (though not needed due to the weather) 6% collaboration
beer from North Riding brewery and a couple of other breweries.
Badged as an Extra Special Mild, it certainly lived up to its name as
I cannot remember the last time that I had such a complex, interesting and enjoyable dark beer. Marmite, molasses, liquorice, chocolate, coffee, coconut and
roast barley were all in the mix, a good taste buds tester.
A hard act to follow but I chose the Shiny Afterglow to reset my palate which was similar in
appearance and flavour to the Pentrich. Afterwards I could not resist a further Extra Special
Mild, as such beers do not come along very often. The other real ale available which I did not
sample on this occasion was Four Woods from Shiny, a traditional best bitter, a style which
thankfully is making a comeback. School is out for the time being but I shall be revisiting in
the near future for further real ale education.
Eric Randall
CAMRA discounts in Nuneaton & Bedworth :
Acorn, Horeston Grange
Attleborough Arms
Bear & Ragged Staff, Bedworth
Black Swan in Hand
Chase Inn, Higham Lane
Crows Nest
Felix Holt
Silk Mill
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10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card
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South To Northampton

A

fine sunny Saturday in April – ideal for a trip to sample the delights of Northampton.
However, my total ignorance of the football fixtures comes at a price – the train is absolutely heaving with footie fans on their way down to the Smoke to watch the clash of Arsenal
versus Man United. It’s a relief to squeeze off the train at Northampton so that a few sardines
can take my place.
Blissfully liberated, the long stroll to the first pub is
welcome. The Pomfret Arms doesn’t look much
from the outside – it’s done out in that dull grey and
black monochrome style favoured by ideas-free exterior designers and cheap paint manufacturers. But
the sizeable interior is comfy enough, and the back
garden, complete with a towering horse chestnut tree
in full leaf, right, is marvellous. Sadly, the Cotton
End brewery located in the garden paused operations
when Covid hit, and has yet to restart, Still, with
four Great Oakley beers on the bar, can’t complain.
Wot’s Occurring is an obvious choice, and I pair it with Tiffield Thunderbolt, probably the
better of the two.
On the way back into town, the Malt Shovel is a compulsory stop. It’s one of Northampton’s
most well known real ale pubs, and has been boosted by the arrival of that wandering star of
the beer world, Steve Jackman (most recently at the Crafty Banker in Rugby and the Old
Royal Oak in Burton). He gives me the news that the pub has a beer festival the following
weekend – yet more bad timing on my part! Still, there’s plenty to go at on the bar, and in
particularly juicy form is the Salem Dark Fruit Porter. This keeps me company as I inspect
the bristling breweriana all around; the place is full of jugs, trays, mirrors and pub signs, very
much in the style of its sister pub in Rugby, the Merchants Inn.
Time for another stretch of the legs with a longish walk to the
quirky Olde England with its unusual three-level layout – drink
upstairs, in the small ground-floor bar area, or down in the cellar! There’s a range of Potbelly beers rebadged with Olde England names, but I swerve to the Stockport Stout, which proves to
be superbly chocolatey. The style of the pub lives up to the Ye
Olde England idea, with warrior portraits, brass-rubbing-style
knights and maidens, plus a boars head (left) which looks both
surprised and disgruntled – par for the course probably if your
head is now hanging on a wall …
While in the area, I wander over to a newish place, Beer Guerrilla. It’s a pleasant enough
offy-cum-micropub, with a Verdant tap takeover, but I do end up feeling like I’ve walked
into a guerrilla-led hostage situation. Beers start at £2.95 a half, rising to £5,85 a half for an
11% imperial stout. My 6% choice – Why Am I Like This? (answers on a postcard please) is a
mere £3.60 a half, and while it’s a pleasantly juicy IPA, it’s really no better than say Oakham
Green Devil.
Heading back, I navigate through some scruffy back streets to get to a far-from-scruffy backLast Orders Jun/Jul 2022
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South To Northampton cont.
street boozer, the Lamplighter, right. Here too
they’ve gone for the dark grey look, but at least the
golden lettering takes the edge off the monochrome
dullness. And thankfully it’s a lot brighter inside,
assisted by a nice choice of ales from four handpulls – Oakham Citra, two from localish Roman
Way, and my choice of Big Bang Theory from
Nene Valley, a fragrantly aromatic pale ale. The
main room is dominated by aspiring diners hovering to seize vacating tables, but with a nice garden
out the back, I’m able to leave them to it.
Back in the centre, St Giles Street features two likely lads, the first of which is the St Giles
Alehouse. It’s a smallish micropub, but there are six active handpulls, so the place clearly
gets busy. Weldon Galvy Stout is excellent – charcoal-roastiness balanced by a molasses
sweetness, with Framework Keep The Faith providing a good contrast – fruity and strikingly
hoppy. The subterranean unisex toilet makes the reasonable demand that you aim straight,
and then provides hundreds of distracting pump clips on every available surface …
Just along the road is the Wig & Pen, right; its age is apparent once
you get inside, with the long room featuring curvy wooden beams
in the ceiling. I ignore the four big-name ales on the bar, and instead go for the two localish beers. Roman Way Marc Antony is an
outstanding amber beer, with a nice dry spiciness suggesting
there’s some rye in the grain bill. Meanwhile the Phipps Ratliffe’s
Celebrated Stout is rather pale – more like a brown ale masquerading as a stout. But as a brown ale it’s a rather good specimen; a bit
of malty sweetness at the beginning but with a burnt, hoppy dryness taking over.
Final stop of the trip, and probably the highlight, is the Albion
Brewery Bar; it occupies the leftmost part of the picture below,
with the brewery behind it. The brewery is Phipps NBC – presumably Northampton Brewing Company – a brewery which was closed
in 1974 after being taken over by Watney Mann, one of the brewery vandals of the era (and
don’t forget the derided Watney beers). But the
brewery and beers were resurrected in 2014, including a lovely tap to drink in! The brewery is
visible to the rear, and the tap itself features
Phipps memorabilia, including old pub signs. Six
Phipps ales are offered; I match Bison with Midsummer Meadow. The former actually is a brown
ale – sweeter and stronger than the stout – while
the latter is a very good pale: malty and bittersweet simultaneously, with a long dry finish.
Definitely a tap and town to revisit …
Last Orders Jun/Jul 2022
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55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Acorn, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Beggars Bush, New Oscott
Bishop Vesey, Boldmere
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bole Bridge, Tamworth
Bottle Of Sack, Sutton Coldfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Duke of York, Lichfield
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
Gamecock, Birchmoor
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Mare Pool, Mere Green
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
Oak, Walmley
Old Bank House, Tamworth
Old School House, Mere Green
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Pig, Lichfield
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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10p/pint, 5p/half
50p CAMRA vouchers
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
50p CAMRA vouchers
20p/pint, 10p/half
50p CAMRA vouchers
50p CAMRA vouchers
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10% off (or 50p CAMRA vouchers)
10% off
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
20p/pint
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
50p CAMRA vouchers
20p/pint
10p/pint
10% off (or 50p CAMRA vouchers)
10p pint/half
10% off
10% off (or 50p CAMRA vouchers)
10% off (or 50p CAMRA vouchers)
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
10p/pint, 5p/half
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
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(until 6pm)

Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 28.
3-5th June, Jubilee Ale & Cider Festival
Tamworth Tap, Market Street, B79 7LR.
30 ales and 20 ciders over the weekend. Fri from 3pm, Sat/Sun from noon.
9-11th June, Shifnal Beer Festival
Plough Inn, 26 Broadway, Shifnal, TF11 8AZ
20 ales, cider & perry. Thu 5-11, Fri & Sat 12-11
10-12th June, Belper Goes Green Beer Festival
Belper Meadows Cricket Club, The Triangle, DE56 1BA
50 ales, 20 ciders/perries. Fri 4-11, Sat 12-11, Sun from 12
24-25th June, Stratford Beer Festival
Stratford Racecourse, Luddington Road, CV37 9SE. Awaiting more details.
30th June-2nd July, Bromsgrove Beer & Cider Festival
Bromsgrove Rugby Football Club, Finstall Road, B60 3DH
Awaiting details on ales. Thu 2-11, Fri 12-11, Sat 11-9.30
30th June-3rd July, 11th Hopwas Beer Festival
Coton & Hopwas Social Club, School Lane, Hopwas, B78 3AD.
25+ ales plus ciders/perries. Thu 5-12, Fri 4-12, Sat 12-11 (ticket only), Sun 12-6.
30th June-2nd July, 11th Amber Valley Beer Festival
Belper Rugby Club, DE56 1UU.
Around 90 beers, ciders & perries. Thu-Sat 12-11. Live music Fri & Sat.
6-10th July, Old Windmill Summer Beer Festival
The Old Windmill, 22 Spon Street, Coventry, CV1 3BA
24 ales, 10 ciders. From noon.
22-24th July, 11th Market Bosworth Rail Ale Festival
The Goods Shed, Station Road, Market Bosworth, CV13 0PF
60 ales, 25 ciders/perries. Fri & Sat 11-11.30, Sun 11-5.
8-10th Sept, 28th Tamworth Beer Festival
Tamworth Assembly Rooms, Corporation Street, B79 7DN
75+ ales plus ciders and perries. Thu to Sat 11-11.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge.
Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com
Last Orders Jun/Jul 2022
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st August 2022.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

